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Security is a major concern in any premise. If the material and human resources inside a premise
are not safe, it is no use having the premise. It cannot be utilized productively.

You can choose a burglar alarm in order to safeguard your premise against malicious intrusion. But
there are many things that you need to keep in mind while installing a burglar alarm in your premise.
They are as given below:

1) Burglar alarms are designed to alert or detect unauthorized entry in a house or building. There
are sensors that detect intruders. You need to choose a system that has high quality sensors in
them.

2) Some alarms work either for fire protection or for burglar protection. Some systems perform both
the functions like fire and burglar protection. You need to choose a type that is suitable to you.

3) Burglar alarms are used in residential places, office premises like banks, etc. for protection
against theft or property damage. You can choose this system for the premise you possess or are in
charge of.

4) Burglar alarms of various types are present in the market and, according to their purpose you
choose which is best suited to you. Indoor systems; outdoor systems; passive infrared detector;
ultrasonic detectors; microwave detectors; photo electric beams; glass break detectors; smoke,
heat, and carbon dioxide detectors are to name a few.

5) It is a common misconception that burglar alarms are hard to maintain. They are costly, as well.
You need to ensure that you install the system at a proper location in order to reduce expenses and
maintain it properly.

6) You need to make sure that you consult a professional company before installation. All zones
should be monitored by the control panel and controlled by the keypad. Choose a wireless system
as it can handle up to 24 zones whereas wired systems can only handle 8 zones.

7) You should find a system that includes numerous sensors including sensors that monitors
breaking glass, carbon monoxide and combustible gas, fire protection, and water detectors.

8) You should always buy a system that is user friendly because you may find the operation full of
hassles. The system should be such that it is easily operated even by your family members.

If you take the above mentioned precautions, you are sure to choose a suitable burglar alarm for
your home. They are like check points for your purchase process about home security system.
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